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Abstract--Hicks-Allen elasticities of substitution describe the local convexity of isoquants when 
there are two inputs. This note reviews various approaches to reporting elasticities of substitution 
for pairs of inputs when there are many inputs. A bilateral elasticity is introduced which holds other 
inputs constant and performs better than Morishima and McFadden elasticities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hicks [1] emphasizes that the pattern of income redistribution between two inputs due to a change 
in their relative price depends upon their substitution elasticity. Allen [2] formalizes this notion 
and demonstrates that with two inputs the Hicks substitution elasticity equals the Allen partial 
elasticity defined in terms of the production function. 
When there are many (more than two) inputs, Morishima [3] elasticities and McFadden [4] elas- 
ticities are regularly reported for pairs of inputs, as in [5]. There may in fact arise circumstances 
with many inputs when only isolated input changes would matter. For instance, some inputs or 
their prices could become fixed by contract, and profit or cost could be regulated. Blackorby and 
Russell [6] revive interest in substitution elasticities with many inputs. 
Hicks-Allen substitution elasticities are generally a function of the percentage changes in factor 
prices as well as relevant cross price elasticities. As a result, a summary elasticity meant o apply 
for any percentage change in factor prices is inherently distorting. The Morishima [3] elasticity 
allows only one input price to change, and Mundlack [7] classifies it as a two input, one price 
elasticity. The McFadden [4] elasticity is a shadow elasticity which holds cost constant. 
This note derives a bilateral substitution elasticity which holds other inputs constant but 
allows both for changes in relative input prices and for cost minimization. Inputs thus adjust to a 
particular elative input price change, exactly as with two inputs. Its performance in applications 
is compared with Morishima and McFadden elasticities. 
2. H ICKS-ALLEN,  ALLEN PART IAL ,  
AND CROSS PR ICE  ELAST IC IT IES  
The Hicks-Allen elasticity between factors i and k is the percentage change in the ratio of 
inputs due to a 1% change in the ratio of their prices. The Hicks-Allen elasticity of substitution 
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is written 
d ln(a jak)  
aik =-- dln(wk/w~)" (1) 
The underlying production function is written q = f (a) ,  where a is the vector of factor inputs. 
With constant returns to scale, Allen [2, Section 13.7] argues that 
aik = qfik ' 
where subscripts denote partial derivatives of f (a) .  
Allen [2, Section 19.5] subsequently defines the Allen partial elasticity of substitution, 
qF~k 
rik : a iakF '  (2) 
where F is the determinant of the bordered Hessian matrix of partials and cross partials of the 
production function, and Fik refers to the cofactor of element i, k. 
The cross price elasticity between the price of factor k and input of factor i is written 
di 
- (3)  
where ^  represents percentage change. The cross price elasticity is shown to be equal to OkCCik, 
where 0k is the share of factor k in the cost of production. Allen points out that the Hicks-Allen 
elasticity of substitution c~ik in the many input case is related to the cross price elasticity 6ik, 
but does not explore the relationship. 
3. MORISHIMA AND MCFADDEN ELAST IC IT IES  
The Morishima [3] elasticity between inputs i and k in a production function with many inputs, 
developed independently by Blackorby and Russell [8], is written 
dln(ai /ak)  (4) 
#ik =- d ln Wk 
Relative input price changes are not explicitly considered in the Morishima elasticity. In terms 
of cross price elasticities, 
~ik = (ai - ak) 
~k = e~ - ~ .  (5) 
As discussed by Blackorby and Russell [6],/~ik is constant with a constant elasticity of substitu- 
tion (CES) production function. In computations,/z~k will be positive and much larger than eik, 
since the own price elasticity ekk is negative and relatively large in magnitude. 
The McFadden elasticity allows for change in the relative input price, but holds cost constant. 
Cost equals the sum of payments to factors, C = ~]~j wjaj .  Differentiating and using a cost 
minimizing envelope result, dC = ~_,j a jdwj.  Suppose the only input prices which change are w~ 
and w~. With cost constant, 
0 = ~ = 0~ ~ + 0k ~.  (6) 
Since @k/@i = -8 i /8k ,  the percentage change in relative inputs can be written 
. . . .  • (7)  
From (6), the percentage change in the relative input price is 
(8)  
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The McFadden shadow elasticity can be written from (7) and (8) as 
d ln(a jak)  dC=O = 0.5 (OiPik -]- OkPki) (9) 
¢~k =-- dln(wk/w~) (0~ + Ok) 
The symmetric McFadden elasticity is half of a weighted average of the two relevant Morishima 
elasticities. In computations, ¢ik will always be positive. If the own price elasticities are more 
than twice the cross price elasticities in absolute value, ¢ik will be larger than either of the cross 
price elasticities e~k and eli. 
4. AN ALTERNATIVE  MEASURE 
OF B ILATERAL  SUBST ITUT ION 
The ideal would be to report optimal adjustment in relative inputs ai/ak when the relative 
input price Wk/Wi changes, with all inputs flexible and cost minimization. When only Wk and wi 
change, the change in ai can be written 
5i = :ikwk + ~i~@~. (10) 
For any particular change in wk/wi,  
di _ (:~k@k + eii@i) (11) 
(~k - ~)  (~k - @~) 
The Hicks-Allen elasticity can be written from (1) and (11) as 
(a~ - ak) 
= [(eik -- ekk)@k "~ (eii -- eki)@i] (12) 
(@k - ~)  
(# ik~ - ~ i~ i )  
(~ - @~) 
The Hicks-Allen elasticity is thus a weighted ifference of the two relevant Morishima elasticities. 
When @i = 0 and @k ~ 0, aik = #ia. For any given wi, l'Hospital's rule implies 
lim aik = #i~. (13) @k---*~i 
The Morishima elasticity thus reflects the ideal Hicks-Allen elasticity in the limit. Generally, 
however, O~ik depends on the actual percentage factor price changes, and would vary along the 
same isoquant. 
An alternative simplifying assumption leads to a bilateral elasticity which is relatively close 
in value to the underlying ~ik and ~ki. Assume that inputs ai and a~ are functions only of the 
difference between their relative factor price changes, @k -@i, which amounts to assuming there 
are only two inputs. 
Disregarding other inputs, the bilateral elasticity of substitution is a function of Morishima 
elasticities: 
fb . -~:~)= ai j - L  a~ ' 
= (~k -1 -- £ii-l) -1 -- (~'kk -I -- Eki-1) -1, 
_ l - '  
\ #ik #k~ / 
(6~iei~pk~ + ek~ekkpik) 
#~kPki 
(14) 
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Since Ejj < 0 for every j,/~ik will be positive if factors i and k are substitutes (eki,eik > O) and 
negative if they are complements (£ ik ,gk i  < 0) .  The bilateral elasticity ~ik is not symmetric, 
and typically will be closer in value to eik and eki than will #ik. With Cobb-Douglas or CES 
production functions, ~ik will be constant. Between two particular inputs,/~i~ will be constant 
if the production function is separably CES in those inputs. 
A model with three inputs is the simplest situation where this bilateral elasticity is relevant. 
Imagine it is a smooth bowl isoquant, just supported by an isocost plane at a tangency which 
determines the cost minimizing inputs ai. Endpoints of the supporting isocost plane on each of 
the axes are C/wi. The input price ratio W2/W 1 is (the negative of the) slope of the line from 
the endpoints on the 1 and 2 axes. A change in w2/wl means a change in the slope of this edge 
of the supporting isocost plane. 
In a Morishima adjustment, only w2 changes, with both Wl and w3 held constant. This is 
pictured by a shift of the isocost endpoint C/w2. The Morishima elasticity #12 measures the 
constrained change in inputs 1 and 2 in the move to the new cost minimization. Cost adjusts 
and the isocost plane shifts. 
The McFadden elasticity holds cost constant, allowing for a change in w2/wt. Endpoint C/w3 
of the isocost plane is thus fixed. A McFadden adjustment overstates the adjustment which would 
occur if cost were free to adjust. 
The bilateral elasticity/3ik measures optimal adjustment in the input ratio alia2 due to a 
change in w2/wl with the input of factor 3 fixed at the original cost minimizing a3. Cost fully 
adjusts, subject o the fixed a3. Substitution occurs along a slice of the isoquant in the a3 plane. 
5. A COMPARISON OF ELASTIC IT IES  
The following example comes from [9], where substitution between production workers P, 
nonproduction workers N, and capital K, is estimated under a translog production structure 
in U.S. manufacturing across tates according to two-digit SIC classifications. Factor shares are 
Op = .503, ON = .251, and 0 g = .246. Estimated cross price elasticities are 
[ CppEpN~PK 1 r-.334 .092 .2421 E,,N / = / .184 -.658 .474 | .  (15) 
EKe EKN EKKJ L .494 .237 - .731J  
From (15), the corresponding Morishima elasticities are 
]2Np -- #NK I = .518 -- 
[ ]2KP ]~KN - -  [ .828  .895 - 
(16) 
Note that the Morishima elasticities are much larger than the cross price elasticities, and would 
have been positive even if cross price elasticities had been negative. Although all cross price 
elasticities in (15) are inelastic, elasticity issuggested between onproduction workers and capital 
by the Morishima elasticities in (16). 
Corresponding McFadden elasticities are 
- -  C N K  • - -  .525  . (17) 
The McFadden elasticities in (17) are symmetric and larger than the cross price elasticities in (15). 
Reporting either Morishima or McFadden elasticities would be misleading. 
The bilateral elasticities of substitution from (14) are 
~NP - -  - -  • 
[~KP ~KN -- [.534 .340 
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6. CONCLUSION 
The bi lateral  e last ic i ty derived in this note is a viable a l ternat ive to Mor ish ima and McFadden 
elast icit ies for report ing summary  subst i tut ion elasticit ies when there are many inputs.  This  
b i lateral  e last ic i ty is general ly closer in value to the underly ing cross price elasticit ies than the 
Mor ish ima elasticity, is not symmetr ic  like the McFadden elasticity, and reflects under ly ing com- 
p lementar i ty  when it occurs. 
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